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Go Green!

The Reusable Tire Bag

Tire Glove

Disposable bags are an evident source
of pollution with a life span of about
20 minutes. Once in the environment,
it will take up to 400 years to breakdown, leaving tiny toxic bits of particles in our physical surroundings.

bag, having a longer life expectancy,
constitutes a valuable solution for car
owners. The Tire Glove is equipped
with convenient carry on straps, and is
made strong enough to support a tire and
it’s rim for many years.

In 2007, we counted over 4 millions The reusable tire bag is an affordable
vehicles on the road within the prov- and convenient option to carry, and store
ince of Quebec , Canada. Since year your tires.
2008, the legislation requiring the replacement of winter tires, no later than
December 15th of every year, would
certainly increase the already existing
15 thousands tons of plastic bags remaining in our provincial landfills. It
belongs to car owners to take part in
the Green turn, reducing the negative
effects of disposing plastic rubbish in
our surroundings. The reusable tire

Main features of the reusable tire bag


It generates less garbage annually.



Offered at a very low price.



You can fit every car tire size (One size fits all).



The bag's material is made of Polyester 500D, PU Coated.



It covers the whole rim and tire.



Easier to carry your tires without filth and messiness.



It protects the tire from the sun, dust and bad weather .



It reduces the smell of rubber.



Hand washable

Statistics
 In North America only, there are over 380 billions different kind of plastic being used
every year.

 It would take 8,7 plastic bags to recuperate fossilized energy for a car to cruise on 1 km
distance.

Visit www.TireGlove.com for more complete information and view a video
clip demonstrating the easy and simple way of using the Reusable Tire Bag.
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Business Benefits
Companies ecologically involved, that put to practice responsible environmental stewardship will
most likely increase their performances and their
profits, and will gain the respect among their clientele. Studies demonstrate that companies taking the
‘’Green Turn’’ enjoy a more valuable reputation
than those putting little efforts on the environmental front.

Tire Glove

www.TMimportExport.com

Offering your clientele The Reusable Tire Bag
will decrease your cost related to the disposable
plastic bags. Choosing wisely The Reusable Tire
Bag is an investment to take into account for the
nearby future, economically and environmentally.
Further more The Reusable Tire Bag is an excellent promotional tool. EX :‘’With the purchase or
4 new tires we will complimentary offer you 4 Reusable Tire Bags’’.

Exclusive to TM Import-Export inc.

(Patent pending)

Features for commercial purpose
Manufactured by us so we can give a competitive price!
· Ordering benefits of 5280 units or more :
- Personalized your bag, choosing your own Pantone color.
- Get a printed logo (2 colors).
- Free delivery for one address.
· Option to print your logo on 2 different places.
· Options of different colour bands.
· Carton of 24 bags or 6 kits of 4 bags.

Visit www.TireGlove.com for more complete information and view a video
clip demonstrating the easy and simple way of using the Reusable Tire Bag.

